Fourier transform spectra of near-infrared laser-induced fluorescence in 39 
I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of the present work was to determine an experimental potential energy curve for the a 3 ⌺ + state of KLi, which correlates with ground-state K͑4s͒ +Li͑2s͒ atoms. This effort was motivated by recent developments in cold-atom photoassociation of heteronuclear species such as NaCs, 1 LiCs, 2 RbCs, and KRb. 3 The much lighter KLi molecule is likely to be difficult to see in cold-atom photoassociation, not only because of the obvious problem of preparing high densities of the constituent atoms in a single trap but also because of its relatively small C 6 coefficient, which leads to poor Franck-Condon probabilities for photoassociation into bound states, as noted by Wang and Stwalley. 4 Nevertheless, it offers an interesting situation in which all bosonplus-fermion pair combinations occur for the atoms forming a single species, and since collisions between heteronuclear atoms result in preferential formation of molecules in triplet rather than singlet states, the lowest triplet state is of particular importance. The condensation of a potassium-lithium mixture under ultracold conditions is currently being investigated at Innsbruck, in an extension of their studies of crossover between Bose-Einstein condensates and BardeenCooper-Schrieffer superfluid phases in lithium 5 to mixtures of heteronuclear fermionic quantum gases.
Earlier experimental work has characterized several singlet states of this molecule. However, the only observations of triplet states were some isolated perturbations involving levels located approximately 18 400 cm −1 above the minimum of the electronic ground state of K 7 Li, which have been identified using polarization labeling spectroscopy 6 as either b 3 ⌸ ϳ B 1 ⌸ or c 3 ⌺ + ϳ B 1 ⌸ interactions. The present work reports observations of high vibrational levels of the a 3 ⌺ + triplet state of the 39 K 6 Li isotopologue. As for the analogous states of the homonuclear alkali dimers, the attractive dispersion contributions to the interatomic potential only outweigh repulsive exchange contributions at large internuclear distance, so this state is expected to be weakly bound. An ab initio calculation by Rousseau et al. 7 predicts D e = 273 cm −1 for the a 3 ⌺ + state of KLi. In the absence of any observations of the lowest vibrational levels, the conventional method of constructing a potential energy curve, performing a Rydberg-Klein-Rees calculation 8 based on conventional molecular constants, is impractical. The present analysis is therefore based on performing a direct fit of the experimental data to an analytical potential function which is based on a modified form of the Morse potential, but whose outer limb takes on the inverse-power form predicted by theory, 9, 10 
in which the energy at the potential asymptote, D = 6216.31͑±0.07͒ cm −1 relative to the ground-state potential minimum, is known from our recent ͑unpublished͒ experimental work on the X 1 ⌺ + state, 11 and the C n coefficients are known from theory. The present work uses C 6 
II. EXPERIMENT
KLi molecules were formed in the central section of a linear, dual-temperature heat pipe. 14 The central zone, initially loaded with a 1 g sample of lithium metal, was maintained at 590°C. Roughly 2 g of potassium metal were placed in the outer segments of the heat pipe, which were then heated to 300°C. The heat pipe was operated with ͑typically͒ 5 mbars of Ar buffer gas. Vapor outside the central part of the heat pipe contains very little Li. Fluorescence was excited with emission from an Ar + -pumped ring dye laser ͑SP 380D͒, collected using a pierced mirror, and analyzed on a Fourier transform interferometer ͑Bomem DA3͒, with appropriate optical filters in place to reduce laser scatter from the heat pipe windows. The instrumental resolution was usually ϳ0.05 cm −1 . The detector was either a Si avalanche ͑Ͻ950 nm͒ or an InGaAs ͑900ϽϽ1600 nm͒ photodiode.
We first tried to excite mixed A 1 ⌺ + / b 3 ⌸ levels by operating the dye laser around 900 nm, since spin-orbit mixing of the triplet and singlet states correlating at long range with M͑s͒ +M͑p͒ atoms has often provided a gateway to the triplet manifolds of the alkali dimers. The attempt was unsuccessful because the laser beam was completely absorbed by K 2 vapor formed in the cooler region of the heat pipe, and no intensity remained to excite the KLi, which was present only in the central section.
We next looked for singlet/triplet mixed levels in the upper vibrational levels of the B 1 ⌸ state, accessed with Coumarin 6 dye. Polarization labeling spectra recorded in Warsaw had identified one such level in 39 K 7 Li, B 1 ⌸ vЈ = 22, JЈ =39f, but only singlet fluorescence series ͑from quite different pump transitions, both in KLi and in impurity NaK͒ were recorded when the laser was tuned to excite it. A tedious but fairly systematic investigation was therefore undertaken to observe the triplets. Figure 1 indicates that by exciting KLi approximately 150 cm −1 below the B 1 ⌸ state dissociation limit of Li͑2s͒ +K͑4p 2 P 3/2 ͒, triplet fluorescence should occur in the region of 11 000-12 500 cm −1 . The dye laser was tuned until fluorescence signals were detected through narrowband optical filters centered at 850± 50 nm. Fluorescence from promising excitation lines was then recorded over a wider range ͑11 000-15 000 cm −1 ͒ at a resolution of 0.05 cm −1 on the Fourier transform ͑FT͒ spectrometer. In many instances, the IR signal revealed transitions to the high vibrational levels of the singlet ground-state X 1 ⌺ + , plus the potassium D lines, but some triplet transitions were identified both in direct fluorescence and in a collisionally induced system. Analysis revealed that this triplet emission was always from the minor isotopologue 39 K 6 Li. The experiments were therefore repeated using a sample of enriched 6 Li ͑Euriso-Top͒ and high purity ͑99.99%͒ K in order to enhance the KLi signal and eliminate the ͑strong and frequently observed͒ fluorescence signals from NaK impurity. The list of resonances accessing levels of mixed singlet/triplet character is given in Table I ; the upper-state energies are referenced to the minimum of the ground-state potential curve. Constants for the X-state levels involved in the excitation transitions are listed in Table II.   11 The spectra provide a fairly complete set of measurements for the X 1 ⌺ + ground state; they enabled us to locate its potential minimum and use it as an energy origin for the fluorescence emission into both states. It also allowed us to use a near-dissociation theory analysis 15 17 since the present observations extend closer to the dissociation limit. A full description of work on the ground state is outside the scope of this paper and will be presented as part of a full combined-isotopologue analysis of the ground-state data for both 39 K 6 Li and 39 K 7 Li.
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Many of the triplet fluorescence series recorded were from levels 5 ഛ J ഛ 12 of vЈ =20 in the B 1 ⌸ state. They gave fluorescence to high vibrational levels of both X 1 ⌺ + and a 3 ⌺ + . As expected from Franck-Condon factors, emission from vЈ =20 in the B 1 ⌸ state included strong transitions near 770 nm to vЉ = 38-40 of X 1 ⌺ + . Very close to these bands, we also observed some patterns of both P / R doublets and O P, Q, S R triplets, but with different vibrational spacings. An example of such a spectrum is presented in Fig. 2 , and the corresponding energy level pattern is drawn to scale in Fig.  3 . Upper-state combination differences established that emission to X 1 ⌺ + and a 3 ⌺ + comes from common upper levels. The observation of strong Q branches in the triplet system suggests that the perturbing upper-state lending triplet character is a high vibrational level of b 3 ⌸ ͑with vЈ Ͼ 50͒. Once the lower-state assignments from vЈ = 20 were secure, the fragmentary observations from other levels were readily identified.
A collisionally-induced triplet system consisting of P and R branches was observed only when the laser pumped vЈ = 10, JЈ =17e of the B 1 ⌸ state. This spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Upper-state combination differences taken within the rotational relaxation patterns did not match those of the very strong singlet system, so it was more difficult to establish an absolute energy scale for the electronic states involved. The upper trace in Fig. 4 shows a small ͑0.085 cm −1 ͒ line/extra-line splitting in the P͑18͒ line, which is also visible in R͑16͒, but nowhere else. The lower wave number component corresponds to a transition from the triplet component, and the higher one comes from the dominantly singlet level of the B In the absence of equivalent observations for other isotopologues, the data themselves do not provide a definitive vibrational assignment. However, based on the ab initio potential, the most reasonable hypothesis was that the lowest observed vibrational level would be v min =5͑±1͒. This assignment is confirmed by the analysis reported below.
III. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
A total of 147 transitions into six vibrational levels of the a 3 ⌺ + state of 39 K 6 Li were observed; a listing of these data is available as supplementary material. 18 No spin-rotation structure was resolved in the spectra, and levels were initially represented by band parameters,
The upper-state energies for the direct fluorescence ͑relative to the ground-state potential minimum͒ are given in Table I . The rotational levels in the ͑unassigned͒ vibrational level of c 3 ⌺ + were also represented by Eq. ͑2͒. The parameters determined for the a 3 ⌺ + state, given in Table III , allow the observed transitions to be recalculated with an unweighted root-mean-square error of 0.006 cm −1 , which is close to the estimated experimental uncertainty of 0.005 cm −1 . Because the potential well for the a 3 ⌺ + state is so shallow, contributions from high-order distortion constants are significant. Trial values for H v and L v were initially calculated from the ab initio curve, but in the final "parameter fit" summarized by Table III , the fixed distortion constants ͑values with no uncertainties͒ were calculated from the optimized potential curve reported below.
Direct fits to Dunham representations of the energy levels were successful only when the low-order terms were constrained, and the associated choice of Y 10 , Y 01 ,..., etc., was quite arbitrary. Without such constraints, fits of different orders yielded very different, and often implausible, extrapolations to v = 0. Attempts to fit the energy levels and rotational constants to near-dissociation expansion ͑NDE͒ models 15, 19, 20 were also unsuccessful, in that the extrapolation to v = 0 was very model dependent, even though the energy of the asymptote D is known from work on the X state ͑analysis of B → X transitions recorded in the same set of spectra͒, and the long-range potential coefficients C 6 and C 8 are known from theory. 12, 13 The analogous NDE rotational fits extrapolated particularly poorly, leading to physically implausible shapes in the low-v extrapolation region.
IV. DIRECT-POTENTIAL-FIT ANALYSIS

A. Methodology
In the absence of any experimental observations of low vibrational levels of the a 3 ⌺ + state, constructing a reliable potential energy curve was something of a challenge. Fitting the data to a numerical "spline-pointwise" potential 21, 22 yielded a function whose eigenvalues reproduced the observed energies to ±0.02 cm −1 ͑approximately four times the estimated experimental uncertainty͒. However, the resulting curve had an unrealistic broad, flat minimum, and there was no obvious way of correcting that behavior other than by ad hoc manual adjustment of individual potential function points.
Since the a 3 ⌺ + state correlates with two S-state atoms, the attractive outer branch of its potential is due to a sum of attractive inverse-power terms, with the powers of the two leading terms being n = 6 and m = 8. Moreover, reliable estimates of the leading dispersion coefficients C 6 and C 8 are available from theory. 12, 13 We therefore chose to fit the data to an analytical potential function based on the structure of a "modified Morse potential," 23 which was designed to incorporate the theoretically predicted long-range behavior of Eq. ͑1͒. This "Morse/long-range" ͑MLR͒ potential has the general form 9, 10 
in which D e is the well depth and R e is the equilibrium internuclear distance. The desired long-range behavior is defined by
where u LR ͑R e ͒ is the value of this function at R e , and 
is a dimensionless radial expansion variable. This function implicitly incorporates the two leading inverse power terms in the long-range potential of Eq. ͑1͒, since at long range it takes on the form
The power p in the definition of y p ͑R͒ is typically a small positive integer ͑say, p =3-5͒ chosen to minimize the possibility of irregular potential function behavior at long range, outside the region over which the data are sensitive to it. [24] [25] [26] However, if the potential is to achieve the long-range behavior of Eq. ͑6͒, necessarily p Ͼ ͑m − n͒ ͑here, p Ͼ 2͒. 10 The exponent coefficient in Eq. ͑3͒ is a polynomial in y p ͑R͒ which is constrained to asymptotically approach a specified limiting value of ϱ = ln͕2D e /u LR ͑R e ͖͒ = ln͕2D e /͓C n /͑R e ͒ n + C m /͑R e ͒ m ͔͖
͑7͒
and is expressed in the form
While there is only a single set of i coefficients, the polynomial orders N S and N L may be chosen to be either the same or different for R ഛ R e and R Ͼ R e . If N S N L , derivatives of the potential of order ജ͑min͕N S , N L ͖ +3͒ would have small discontinuities at the one point R = R e . While this situation would not be ideal, it has been found that setting N S Ͻ N L is sometimes necessary to prevent the resulting potential function from having unphysical inflection or turnover behavior in the short-range extrapolation region. [24] [25] [26] In any case, even if min͕N S , N L ͖ is fairly small, this would be a very modest shortcoming. The MLR potential function model is discussed in more detail in Ref. 10 .
Our fits using this model potential were performed using program DPOTFIT, 27 which performs direct fits of experimental transition energies to level energy difference calculated from the assumed parametrized potential energy function͑s͒. The upper-state term energies for the direct fluorescence originating from the B-state levels listed in Table I were constrained to values established from B → X emission and the X-state analysis. In effect, the a-state lower levels of these transitions were defined as binding energies relative to the common a-and X-state asymptote. In contrast, transitions associated with the collisionally induced triplet system were treated as fluorescence series originating in the seven distinct upper-state T v,J Ј levels, and those series-origin energies were also determined in the fit.
B. Results
In contrast to our ͑unsatisfactory͒ attempt to fit the data using the numerical spline-pointwise potential form, the fact that the potential well for this state is entirely due to attractive inverse-power van der Waals dispersion energy terms means that the MLR potential form provides a strong stabilizing constraint on the analysis. Using three possible assignments for the lowest of the six observed vibrational levels, v min = 4, 5, and 6, fits were performed to a range of models characterized by different values of the expansion variable parameter p and of the exponent polynomial orders N S and N L . In all of these fits, the long-range potential coefficients were held fixed at the values given by theory:
12,13 C 6 = 1.119ϫ 10 7 cm −1 Å 6 and C 8 = 2.63ϫ 10 8 cm −1 Å 8 . As expected with this type of model, 9,10 all else being equal, the number of parameters required to achieve a given quality of fit increases with the value of p. For all three vibrational assignments, good fits were achieved for a variety of distinct models. Figure 5 presents plots of potential curves associated with the three choices of v min ; all were obtained from fits with dimensionless standard errors Շ1 ͑i.e., unweighted standard deviations of Շ0.005 cm −1 ͒. The most noteworthy feature of these results is the close similarity of the different curves for a given value of v min . This shows that in spite of their limited vibrational range, the data have strong predictive ability regarding the unobserved lower vibrational levels. This reflects the fact that the substantial degree of centrifugal distortion affecting the spacings between the observed levels effectively defines high moments of the potential and of 1 / R 2 , which only allow a limited degree of variance in the nature of the potential function in the lowenergy extrapolation region. As would be expected, the dispersion among the different possible potential minimum positions associated with a given vibrational assignment increases as the distance from the lowest observed level to the minimum increases with v min .
The implausible square-bottom shapes of the four curves in Fig. 5 associated with the choice v min = 4 provide a clear indication that this vibrational assignment would be incorrect. Unfortunately, the shapes of the potential for v min =5 and 6 do not provide any clear discrimination of this sort, and the correct vibrational assignment cannot be determined from the data alone. However, comparisons with theory and with results for similar chemical systems do resolve this ambiguity.
The ab initio well depth of D e = 273 cm −1 reported by Rousseau et al. 7 is unlikely to be in error by more than 10%-20%. Inspection of Fig. 5 therefore indicates that the correct vibrational assignment must be v min = 5. As an independent check on this conclusion, Table IV lists the experimental D e and R e values for the a 3 ⌺ + states of Li 2 , Na 2 , K 2 , NaK, and of KLi ͑the latter assuming our v min = 5 assignment͒, and compares the values for the heteronuclear species both with ab initio results and with values obtained by applying standard combining rules to the experimental values for the associated homonuclear species. 28 The close agreement of our v min = 5 results with the combining-rule values clearly confirms the validity of our assignment, while the level of agreement found for NaK attests to the validity of this approach. The rest of the analysis reported below is therefore based on this vibrational assignment.
Of course, the standard error of a fit is not the only criterion by which a given fitted potential energy curve should be judged. Some models with p = 4 for which the dimensionless root-mean-square deviation dd was only slightly greater than 1.0 were eliminated for being physically implausible, because their outer branches had three inflection points in the extrapolation region below the lowest observed vibrational level. Less obvious irregularities in some of these "good-fit" solutions were revealed when vibrational spacings and rotational and distortion constants were calculated from the potentials. For the analogous states of Li 2 , 29 K 2 , 30 NaK, 31 KRb, 32 and NaRb, 33, 34 values of ⌬G v+1/2 and B v smoothly decrease and D v smoothly increases as v increases, so in addition to requiring a potential to have only one inflection point, we also required these three properties to vary smoothly and monotonically with v.
Our final objective was to obtain both an optimum potential function model and realistic estimates of the overall uncertainties in its well depth and equilibrium distance. The eight v min = 5 potentials shown in Fig. 5 all yield good fits to the data, have physically reasonable shapes, and have appropriate monotonically varying spectroscopic constants. We have no a priori reason for preferring one particular model, and hence conclude that the best estimates of the well depth and equilibrium distance which can be obtained at this time are the averages of the parameter values for those eight cases: D e = 287͑±4͒ cm −1 and R e = 4.99͑±0.09͒ Å. Our estimated uncertainties in these quantities are defined as the square root of the sum of the variance among the eight individual values plus the square of the average of the uncertainties in the parameter values yielded by the individual fits. The fits to these eight models were then repeated with D e and R e held fixed at these average values, and an optimum potential chosen on the basis of requirements that it have only a single inflection point, and that the functional behavior of its vibrational spacings and rotational constants be similar to those for the better defined a 3 ⌺ + -state alkali pairs. The potential selected is the MLR function with p =3, N S = 1, and N L = 6 whose parameters are listed in Table V . The number of digits required to represent the various parameters with no loss of precision in representing the experimental data was minimized using the sequential rounding and refitting procedure of Ref. 35 , which is incorporated in program DPOTFIT. 27 No uncertainties are given for the fitted i values, since these parameters have no independent physical significance.
For both the observed species 39 
V. CONCLUSIONS
A striking aspect of the present work is the fact that an analysis based only on information for six vibrational levels lying in the upper third of the potential well yields a welldefined overall potential energy function for the a 3 ⌺ + state of KLi. The excellent agreement with the combining-rule predictions seen in Table IV attests both to the reliability of this result and to the fact that the ab initio estimate of the well depth is probably ϳ5% too small. It is also remarkable to see the degree of agreement in the low energy extrapolation region among the independent fitted potentials shown in Fig. 5 for each of the three vibrational assignments considered. This ability to determine a good overall potential from such a limited data set is due to the effectiveness of the direct-potential-fit approach, to the the robustness of the MLR potential function form, and probably partly to the fact that this attractive van der Waals well is bound entirely by inverse-power dispersion energy terms.
The absolute vibrational assignments would have been even more secure had it been possible to observe transitions involving the a 3 3 only included levels bound by up to 30 cm −1 , and the vibrational analysis had to be based on comparisons with ab initio results. 36 In the present case, however, we have shown that a well-defined overall potential energy curve could be determined directly from the experimental data. On the other hand, the match between observed intensities and Franck-Condon factor patterns is not entirely satisfactory in either case. In spite of these shortcomings of the data, the present work yields what is believed to be a reliable overall analytical potential energy function which incorporates the correct known long-range behavior, and yields an excellent fit to all the available experimental data. It also provides realistic predictions of the unobserved levels near the potential minimum and asymptote, although the overall estimated uncertainty in T e is approximately 4 cm −1 . 
